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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
We keep the notation of Part I of the paper [2]. If (T,J is a consistent 
sequence of estimates, then d(Ta, Z’) converges to zero for every P E 9 as 
n + co. Such a result says nothing about the asymptotic behaviour of 
d(TE, P’) as fi + co. It may happen that in spite of consistency the measures 
(Ti) and (P”) become orthogonal as n + co. 
(I. 1) DEFINITION. A sequence (T,,) of estimates is quickly consistent at 
P E 9 if the Hellinger distance between P” 1 J” and q 1~4” stays bounded 
away from 1 as B-+ ax. 
(1.2) Remark. Formally, we may write quick consistency as follows: 
For every s > 0 there is 6(s) > 0 such that 
yi, Pn{4q, Py > 1 - &)} < &. 
(1.3) Discussion. In general, quick consistency is the strongest 
convergence requirement which can be achieved as far as uniform 
consistency is concerned. To show this we follow LeCam [I]: Let M G 9 be 
a set such that 
We show that in this case Zt4 cannot contain interior points: If P E 9 is an 
interior point of M, then we may find a sequence (QJ G 44 such that 
-7-- 
0 c &I d(P”, Qi) < hm d(p, Qz) < 1. 
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Let 7 := h d(Pn, QE). Consider the sequence of tests 
It follows that n(Pn, Q;) + 0 which implies d(Pfl, Qi) -+ 1. This contradicts 
the construction of (QJ. 
The next assertion shows that a sequence (T,,) of estimates is quickly 
consistent iff (T,,) is consistent with a certain rate of convergence. 
(1.4) THEOREM. A sequence (T,,) of estimates is quicklv consistent at 
P t? .9 12for every E > 0 there is C(c) < UJ such that 
sup P’{nl”d(Tn, P) > C(E)} < E. 
II E %J 
ProoJ See Section 2. 1 
Quick consistency is usually proved for Maximum Likelihood estimates in 
the framework of Cramer-Wald conditions. This can also be done for Bayes 
estimates. In [ 11, LeCam proved that for the latter type of estimators quick 
consistency can be established under conditions which have a broader range 
of applicability than is the case with conditions of Cramer-Wald type. The 
present paper is mainly devoted to show that under LeCam’s assumptions 
the constant C(s) can be written as C(a) = a(log(l/s))“‘. The conditions 
used in this paper are the same as those of Part I. Applications are discussed 
in Section 2 of Part I and the reader is referred to it. 
Let us indicate the signiticance of a constant of the form C(E) = 
a(log( l/s))“*. 
(1.5) THEOREM. For any sequence (TJ of estimates the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists 1 < a < a~ such that for every 0 < e < 4 
SUP Pn n“*d(Tn,P) > a (log+)“*/ <e. 
IleN I 
(2) There exist C < a~, h > 0, such that for every E > 0 
7 
$ Pn{d(c, P”) > I - &} < c&h. 
Prooj See Section 2. 1 
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(1.6) COROLLARY. Assume that a sequence of estimates satisfies 
condition (1) or (2) of Theorem (1.5). Then for every s > 0 there is Cs < a~ 
such that 
P”{d(T”, P) > a(s log n)“’ n-‘12} < Csn-’ t$ nEiN. 
ProoJ See Section 2. 1 
For the general formulation of the main results we need an appearently 
new condition. However, it will turn out that the regularity conditions (i)-(v) 
of Part I, Section 2, are already sufficient for the validity of this condition. 
(1.7) DEFINITION. A family 9 is of finite dimension if there are 
constants C < co, D < co, satisfying: For every P E 9 and every pair 
0 < r < R < 1 theball B(P, R) can be covered by C(R/r)D balls B(Q, r), 
QE9. 
The idea to use such a dimensionality condition in the present context is 
due to LeCam [ 11. 
(1.8) Remark. Assume that for a parametric family 9 = {P8: 8 E @} 
regularity condition (ii) of Section 2 of Part I is satisfied. Then it is easy to 
see that the set {PO: 1 u - i? 1 < d} is of finite dimension. The reason is that the 
Lipschitz conditions reduce the problem to a covering problem on @ G R”. 
(1.9) Remark. We will use the following set of conditions: 
(1) 9 is separable, 
(2) P&) is u-linite for some rz E N, 
(3) the measure ,D ] GY is diametrically regular at P, 
(4) there is a linite-dimensional g-neighbourhood of P. 
It should be noted that regularity conditions (i)-(v) of Section 2 of Part I 
imply that (l)-(4) hold for every P E L?. 
(1.10) THEOREM. Assume that conditions (1.9)(14) are satisfied. Let 
(FJ be a sequence of posterior distributions. Then there are a g- 
neighbourhood VP of P and constants a < a, c,, > 0, such that for every 
0 c c c co, n E l-4 
sup Qn IF,, (-,9\B (Q,a (logi)1’2n-1’2)) >e/ <e. 
Q=Vp 
ProojI See Section 2. 1 
For the following assertion we denote by ]. ], the absolute value on R 
being truncated by 1, i.e., 1. ]i = min{ 1, ]. I}. 
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(1.11) THEOREM. Assume chaf condifions (1.9)(1-4) are satisfied. Lez 
f: tY + R ’ be a g-measurable function satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) P&k) k o-$nife for some n E N, 
(2) for some EF-neighbourhood Ur of P there are K < W, a > 0, such 
that 
Then there is a 6neighbourhood VP of P, Vr, 5 Ur,, and constants s,, > 0, 
C < a~, such that for every 0 < E < q,, n E N, 
Proof. See Section 2. 1 
It is obvious that for bounded functions f the assertion of Theorem (1.11) 
holds without any truncation of 1.1. 
(1.12) THEOREM. Assume that conditions (1.9)( l-4) are satisfied. 
Assume that the loss function L satisj?es conditions (1.10) (1, 2) of Part I, 
and in addition the following: There is a EF-neighbourhood Ur of P and 
a > 0 such that 
Let (T,,) be a sequence of Bayes estimates for L and ,u of order (n-a’2). Then 
there are a g-neighbourhood Vr of P and constants .sO > 0, C < a, such that 
for every n E iN, 0 < .5 c .50 
sup Q’ d(T”, Q) > C 
Q=VP I 
Proof See Section 2. 1 
Recall that a sequence of Maximum Probability estimates is defined as a 
sequence of Bayes estimates for the loss function LJP, Q) = 
l,c,aj(n1’2d(P, Q)), where c > 0. 
(1.13) THEOREM. Assume that conditions (1.9)(1-4) are satisJed. Ler 
c > 0 and (TJ a pertaining sequence of IMaximum Probability estimates. 
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Then there are a t7-neighbourhood VP of P and constants a < a, q, > 0, 
such that for every 0 < E < e,,, n E N, 
Prooj See Section 2. D 
Finally, we give references for previous results in this direction. Prac- 
tically, each assertion (1. lo), (1.11) and (I. 12) has been proved under 
conditions of Cramer-Wald type. Under the present nonstandard 
assumptions a nonuniform version of Theorem (I. 10) has been proved by 
LeCam in [I], but with an unspecified constant C(s) instead of 
a(log( l/c))“‘. 
2. PROOFS 
(a) The Concept of Quick Consistency 
(2.1) Remark. The inequality 
1 - e-ad'(P*Q) < d2(pn, Qn), n< N (11 
is well known. Let us prove a similar inequality of the opposite direction: Let 
O<x<l.Thenwehave 
and therefore 
1 
$og-- 
l-x 
1=x ;+q+$+... 
C J 
1 
<x if x<~. 
This implies 
e -n.x - (1 - x)n = e-nx(l - en~x+h3~hx~~) 
=e -x(1 -e- ~~(-lt~l/x~log~l/~l-x~~ Ge-rlX 1 (1 - e-nx*) 
<ax2 if x<i. 
If we put x = d2(P, Q), then we obtain for &I’, Ql < i 
d2(P”, Q’) = 1 - (1 - d2(P, Q)Y 
< 1 - e-nd*(p*QJ + nd4(P, Q). 
w 
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Proof of Theorem (1.4). Assume that (TJ is quickly consistent. Let 
E > 0 and choose 
C(c) = max{fV(c)“*, (log J(c))“*}, 
where N(E) < co is such that 
sup Pn{d(c, Pfl) > 1 -J(&)} < &. 
!l>NCE) 
Then we obtain from inequality (1) that for every n > N(c) 
P’{n”‘d(Tn, P) > C(E)} 
< pn{ 1 - e-mfw”.PJ > 1 - e-c*w} 
< P’{d*(T:, P’) > 1 -e-‘*“)} 
< Pn{4(c, Py > 1 -a(&)} < &. 
This proves the assertion for H > N(c). If n < N(s), then the assertion is 
obvious from 
P”{n”*d(Tn, P) > C(E)} < P’{nl’*d(Tn, P) > N(c)“*] 
< Pfl{d(Tn, P) > I} = 0. 
Assume conversely that the condition is satistied. Let E > 0. It follows that 
Deline q(c) = ie-cz(“3) 
C4(c/3)/N(s) < v(e). Th 
and choose N(c) such that N(c) > 2C*(c/3) and 
en we obtain for every n > N(c), using inequality (2) 
P’{d2(c, P’) > 1 -q(c)} 
+ Pn 
I 
d*(T,,, P) > + 
I 
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+ Pn nd4(T”, P) > J- c4 
I 
& 
n c )I 7 
+ Pn rzl’Zd(T”,P) > c + 
I c )I 
The assertion is proved if we put ?I(&) = 1 - (1 - q’(s))“*. 1 
Proof of Theorem (1.5). (1) =F- (2): It is clear that we need only prove 
that (2) holds for s < 3. Let s < 4 be arbitrary. Define 8 > 0 by s = $I”*’ and 
choose N(s) such that a*(log( l/d)) N(s) < i and a4(log( l/&)*/N(s) < c. 
Then it follows for n > N(s) that 
Pyd*(c, Pn) > 1 - &} 
4 
< Pn{ 1 - eP’dz’rmVp) > 1 - &az’} + P” 
I 
mf:(Tn, P) > t 
+P* d2(Tn,P)>+ 
I I 
< 6 + 6 + 6 = 3d = 3(2&)“‘? 
(2) 3 (1): Let 0 < s < i. Choose N(d) such that 
P”{d(E, Pn) > 1 - &} < c&h if n > N(a) 
and choose 1 < a < m in such a way that 
and 
a > (N(d)/(log 2))“*. 
Then for n < N(6) we have 
Pn{d(Tn, P) > a(log(l/s))“* K”*) 
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On the other hand we note that 
whence 
For n > ZV(d) we obtain 
Pn]d(Tn,P)>a (log+)1’2n-q 
<Pn nd2(T,,,P)>+og; 
I I 
Proof of Corollary (1.6). Whenever KS < $ we may put E = KS into 
(1.5)(l). The constant CS is to be chosen such that CSnmS > 1 if KS > 4. 1 
(b) Separating Subsets of 9 by Critical Functions 
Recall the definitions of Part I, Section 3(a). There it is shown that disjoint 
subsets H, KG 9 can be separated by a sequence of tests if they can be 
separated in the topology g. Now we want to prove a similar assertion for 
sequences of disjoint subsets H,,, Kn G 9. To be precise we ask for the 
behaviour of xJH”, K,J and q(H,,, Kn 1 ,u) if (Hn, KJ is a sequence of 
testing problems. Let 
B(P, r) := {Q E 9: d(P, Q) < r}, 
Y\B(P, s) := {Q E 9: d(P, Q) > s}. 
We consider sequences r,, + 0, s,, -+ 0, and put 
H,, = BP, rJ, K,, = y\W, s,,), nE N. 
The basic condition which will be used in the following is the dimensionality 
restriction of Definition (1.7). 
Assume that 9 is of finite dimension. Then 9 is totally d-bounded. Later 
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we will only assume the weaker condition that every point P E 9 possesses 
a g-neighbourhood which is of finite dimension. This is a more realistic 
assumption since it does not imply that 9 is totally d-bounded. At present, 
however, it is more convenient to formulate the assertions for families 9 
which are of finite dimension. 
The following lemma is basic for the whole theory. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Assume that 9 is of finite dimension. Then for every 
p E (0, 1) there are constants 0 < y(p) < a(p) < a, 1 < C(p) < a~, such that 
for euery m E II, k E bJ. 
(2.3) Remark. For a particular choice of p the proof is given in 
Lemma 6 and Theorem 1 of L&am [ 11. In the present paper the assertion is 
proved for arbitrary p E (0, 1). 
Proof of Lemma (2.2). The proof is exactly the same as the proof of 
Lemma 6 and Theorem 1 in LeCam [ 11. Therefore we only indicate the main 
ideas of the proof. 
Let p E (0, 1) be arbitrary, r := fi, and define j?@) < co, y@) > 0, 
such that for every n E N 
nd*P, Ql > B*@l implies z,,(P, Q) < i(l - r), 
nd*V’, Ql< y2@l * implies d,(P’, Q’) < i( 1 - r). 
(This is always possible according to well-known inequalities between the 
Hellinger distance d, the variational distance, and 7~~). Let a@) := /?($) + y@). 
Keep m E bl, k E b.l, fixed. 
For every P E 9 define 
~c,Q’l= {Q E 9: W> Q) > d~llv 
MJP) = {Q E 9: a(p) 2-ti2 < d(P, Q) < a(p) 2(’ -p”2}, p = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Let Np(P) be the minimal number of balls B(Q, y@) 2-p’2), Q E 9, needed to 
cover MJP), p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m. Since 9 is of finite dimension, we have 
sup Np(P) < Cl@) < oJ3 p = 0, 1 ,..., m. 
PC? 
Let UpjP) denote the balls of radius y@) 2-p’2 which cover MJP). Then 
easy computations show that 
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Now an application of LeCam’s inequality yields 
7r*!&qp, Ytp) 2-97 qp~~ < Pk-l 1 <i<NJP), O<p<tn. 
Since B(P, a($) 2AM*) z (JFzO (J~L(:) UJP) and since zzkz,,, is subadditive in 
the second component, the assertion is proved. 1 
Letting p E (0, 1) arbitrary in the preceding lemma is essential for the 
following result. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Assume that 9 is of finite dimension. Then there are 
a>2,b>O,suchthatforeverycE(O,~)andnElL 
(2.5) Remark. In LeCam [ 1] the assertion is proved with a nonspecified 
constant C(s) < ac instead of (log(l/s))l’*. 
Proof of Theorem (2.4). We keep the notation of the preceding proof. 
From the definition of a@) it follows by elementary computations that 
Therefore we may choose p E (0, 1) in such a way that 
<2and2 log- >l. ( ; ) 
Since y@) > 0 there is a sufticiently small b > 0 such that 
For every s > 0 we choose k(c) E PJ such that 
C(p) pk(f) < & < C(p) pkCcJ- l. 
We may fmd a constant a < co such that for 0 < .s < 4 
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Now easy computations show that for every 0 < s < $ 
For n > 4k(e) we choose m(n) E kJ such that 
2k(&) 2mCn) < n < 2k(&) 2mCa)+ l. 
Then for n > 4k(.s) we have 
According to (3) and (4) the assertion is proved for ?i > 4k(&), 0 < & < i. If 
n < 4k(s), 0 < s < 4, then it follows that 
1 c 1 w a logF nV”2 > 1, 
and in this case the assertion trivially holds. u 
Let p 1 G? be a measure. We want to provide a similar assertion for 
rcJH,,, K,, 1 ,u). For t-mite measures p ] $? we may use Theorem (2.4). But if 
,U I%% is a nominite measure, then we need a nonuniform bound for the power 
functions of separating tests. 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Assume that 9 is offinite dimension. Then there are 
a > 2, b > 0, c > 0, such that the following assertion holds: 
For evev P E 9, e E (0, $), n E N, there is a critical function p:*’ E CD,, 
such that 
(2.7) Remark. In LeCam [ 1] the assertion is proved with a nonspecified 
constant C(s) < co instead of (log(l/e))“2. 
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Proof of Corollury (2.6). Let us continue the proof of Lemma (2.2). 
Keep p E (0, 1) lixed. Then Lemma (2.2) states that for every P E M, m E N, 
k E k& there is a test qi,k E Qzkz,,, such that 
Q E B(P, y@) 2WW2) implies Q2k2moi,k < C($)p’, 
Q E Y\B(P, a@) 2-W2) implies Q2k2m( 1 - v:,~) <pk. 
Let 2k2m < n < 2k2m’ ‘. Then 
Q E kf,, implies k2”’ > $~di(P, Q), 
Q E iWp implies k2m-p 2 ’ 
m 
d(P, Qh l<p<m. 
If we put C(J) := log[(l/p)/(8 max{a2@), l})], then we obtain that 
Q E Y\B(P, a(p) 2-42) implies Q2k2m(l - &&) < f~-~““~*‘~~c’. 
Now we apply the proof of Theorem (2.4). Since with the constants chosen 
there we have 
and 
the assertion is proved. 1 
Now we are in a position to give the desired upper bound for 
xJZYZ~, K” ] ,u). Recall Definition (1.7) of Part I. 
(2.8) THEOREM. Assume that .Y is of finite dimension and ,u 1 SF is 
regular on .Y. Then there exists a > 2 and q, > 0 such that 
< 2ep(B(P, &n-“2)) 
for every P E 9, e E (0, qJ, n E N. 
(2.9) Remark, The proof is contained in the proof of Theorem 2 of 
LeCam [ 1 ] if (log(l/e))“2 is replaced by C(e). 
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Proof of Theorem (2.8). We choose a < co, b > 0, c > 0, such that 
Theorem (2.4) and Corollary (2.6) hold. Then we choose d < a such that 
d > 2a and cd*/4 > 2(log @/(log 2) + 1. We define s,, > 0 in such a way that 
2d+ (log+)“* < (+)* if s<sO. 
For every c < c0 we choose k(e) G iN such that 
Elementary computations show that 
which after further computations yields 
cc 
1 pk exp[-c2z(k-1) &*I < 2& if c<sO. 
k=kfE) 
Let q$*’ G Gn be such tests which satisfy the assertion of Corollary (2.6). We 
obtain the following sequence of inequalities which proves the assertion for 
& < && 
< kE?cj p{Q E 9: 2k-1e < n”*d(P, Q) < 2k.5} e-c2*‘k-“‘* 
(c) Asymptotic Behaviour of Estimates 
Proof of Theorem (1.10). Let Up be a K-neighbourhood of P which is of 
finite dimension and such that p 19 is regular on Up. Choose c,, > 0 and 
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ui > 2 according to Theorem (2.8). We may assume that a0 < &. Let c < a,,. 
From Part I, Theorem (3.1 l), we obtain a K-neighbourhood VP of P, 
Vp G Up, such that 
From Part I, Theorem (3.9) we obtain for every Q E 9 that 
Q’ /Fn (s, Up\B (Q,q (310g+1iz)) + 
< 2 + 
2 
cp(Up n B(Q, c3ne”2)) 
q, Up n B(Q, c3n-“*), 
An application of Theorem (2.8) yields for every n > n,, 
sup Q” ]&, +\B (Q,a, (310g$z-1~z)) >+I 
QEUp 
< E3 + 4&2 < +. 
This proves the assertion for n > max{ nO, (l/c) log C} + (l/c) log( l/e). The 
assertion holds for every n E N if a > 3”2a, is chosen such that 
w 
n -l/2 > I whenever n < max 
I 
nO, 
If fl < 2 max{q,, (l/c) log C}, then the choice 
suffices. If 
2 max nO,+log C <n < max 
I I I nO, $logC ++og+, I 
then u2 > 2/c implies 
1 2 1 
~210g->-log->2fl-2max nO, 
& c & I 
$o,gc >?r. B I 
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(2.10) COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of Theorem (1.10) there are 
a K--neighbourhood VP of P and constants c > 0, a < cq such that for every 
k E N, n E IN, 
ProoJ If we choose c > 0 such that e-’ < cO, then we may put E = eeck2 
for any k E N. N 
(2.11) LEMMA. Assume that conditions (1.9)(14) are satisfied. Let 
a > 0. Then there is a !3--neighbourhood VP of P and constants C < a~, 
c0 > 0, such that for every 0 < E < q, and every n E N 
SUP Q” da(Q, R) F,,(., dR) > C 
QEVp 
ProoJ Let us apply Corollary (2.10). For every Q E VP, k E IN, n E N 
we have 
This implies that 
sup Q” da(Q, R) F’,,(., dR) > a”ca~*n~~~* k” + F (I+ l)a e-‘12 QEVP Irk 
Let D < w be a constant such that for every k E KJ 
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am@2 k= + $ (l+ l)a e-“’ 
l=k 1 < Dka. 
Then we obtain that for every k E N, n E N, 
sup Q" d=(Q, R) F,,(., dR) > Dkanpa” < Deeck2. 
QeVp I 
Choose k,, E N such that 
log;+c(k- 1)2 1 
cd2 
>;ka if k>kO. 
This is possible since the left side of the inequality is of magnitude k” if 
k + a. Let s0 := Decccko-‘)*. Then for every 0 < s < s0 there is some k E N 
such that 
This implies 
(log+-r2 > [log;+c(k- l)2]a’2>+ka 
and therefore we obtain for every n E N 
sup Q" da(Q, R) F,,(., dR) > 2D 
Proof of Theorem (1.11). W.1.g. we may assume that Up is a tinite- 
dimensional K-neighbourhood. From Theorem (3.11) of Part I we obtain a 
r-neighbourhood I$” of P and constants C, < co, c1 > 0, such that for 
every n E N 
- sup Q” 
IJ 
f(R) Fn(., dR) > e?*’ < Clepcl”. 
QEV;” Y\UP I 
Assumption (2) implies that 
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Lemma (2.11) implies that there are a &%eighbourhood Vi’ of P and 
constants Cz < co, 0 < s0 < 4, such that for every 0 < s < q, 
sup Qn P(Q, R)FJ., dR) > C2 
QeVJJ’ 
Combining these assertions we obtain with VP = I$;) f-? IJ$;) 
where C < co is a constant which is chosen sulliciently large. This proves 
the assertion for rr(l/ci) log(2CJs). Since 1.1, is bounded by 1, the assertion 
holds for every n E N if C < co is chosen such that 
cd* 
n-=‘* > 1 2c, if n <$log-, 
& 
O<&<&. 
Such a choice of C is always possible as is easily seen as follows. If n > 
(2/c,) log 2Ci, then n < (l/c,) log(2CJs) implies i < (l/ci)(l/n) log(l/s) 
and therefore C has to satisfy C > (2/~,)~*. If a < (2/c,) log 2C1, then it 
suffices to choose C such that 
c (logJ-)u’2(~log2c1)-=‘2> 1. 1 
Proof of Theorem (I. 12). According to Theorems (1.11) and (1.9) of 
Part I there are a g-neighbourhood VP of P and constants Ci < co, ci > 0, 
such that 
sup Q”{F’,J., Up) < I - e-“‘} < Ci e-‘I”, nE N. 
QcVp 
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If we choose VP s Np, then by Theorem (3.11) of Part I we may achieve 
sup Q” L(Q, R) Fn(., dR) > eP”’ 
I 
< CleP1n, nE N. 
Q~vp fl\b 
Moreover, by Lemma (2.11) there is c0 > 0 such that for every 0 < & < eO, 
n E N, 
If T,, E Up and if jflUp L(Q, R) Fn(., &!) < ewC’“, then it follows that 
< 
1 UP 
L(Tn, R) Fn(-, dR) < 1 L(Q, R) F,,(., dR) + KC*‘* 
~Coj~~d~(Q,R)F~(.,dR)+j L(Q,R)Fn(.,dR)+Kn-=‘* 
‘*\fJP 
< co 1 
da(Q, R) F,,(., dR) + e-“’ + Knpu’*. 
UP 
Let L < a be arbitrary. We note that d(Tn, Q) > Ln-“* implies 
In this case the preceding chain of inequalities yields 
coLa 
- nma’*FJ., Up) 
2a 
G (Co + co) 1 us d=(Q, R) F,,(., dR) + eCcl” + KnP’* 
or equivalently 
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In other words there are constants .4,, A z, ,4 3, A 4 such that 
! 
da(Q, R) F,,(., dR) > AIL‘3-a’2 -A2Lae-c1nn-a12 
fJP 
-A3neaj2 -A4epCn. 
If L and n are sufficiently large, say L > &,, n > n,,, then this implies 
Putting terms together we have for n > nO, e < s,,, and a suffkiently large 
constant C < co that 
Now straightforward arguments show that the assertion even holds for every 
nEN. I 
(2.12) LEMMA. Assume chut conditions (1.9)( l-4) ure sufisjied. Let (FJ 
be a sequence of posterior distributions. Then there is a f?--neighbourhood VP 
of P such that for all E > 0, 8 > 0 there is v > 0 satisfying 
ProoJ Choose VP according to Theorem (1.10) in such a way that 
gyp Q”{FA-, Lp\BCQ, CC&l ne1’211 > &I< & if nEiN. 
Let Q E VP and define Bn = B(Q, &-“‘) and Kn = B(Q, C(E) n-1’2). Let Up 
be a E5-neighbourhood of P where ,u is regular. We may assume that VP G Up 
is such that K” 5 Up for every Q E VP and n > nO. Hence there is a constant 
k < a such that p(B,J/,u(K,J > l/k if n > nO. First we note that for 
~3 < l/z@ we have 
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This inequality follows from 
Choosing q > 0 suffxiently small proves the assertion. 1 
(2.13) LEMMA. Assume thut conditions (1.9)(1-A) ure satisJed. Let (FJ 
be a sequence of posterior distributions and W = 1 CC,m,. Then there is a 6 
neighbourhood VP of P such that for every E > 0 there is q > 0 satisfying 
:e; Qi$ Q” Wn”2d(Q, R)) F,J., dR) > 1 - v I < E. 
ProoJ Let c > 0 and choose VP, v > 0, such that 
lj~ j$ Q”{F”(., B(Q, cn-‘12)) c v} c c. 
P 
Since 
1 - 7 < [ W(n”2d(Q, l?))FJ., dR) 
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implies 
we obtain 
Qn ] j Wd'*d(Q, R)lF,z@R) > 1 - v 1 
< Qn{Fn(., B(Q, cn-"*)) < v} < e. 1 
Proof of Theorem (I. 13). Let W = ltc,aj and E > 0. Choose V,, and 
6 > 0 such that 
z ;y 
P 
Qn j W(n”*d(Q, R))FJ., dR) > 1 - 8 < +. 
I I 
Let u < co satisfy 
sup Qn /Fn (9 (Q,u (I~g+-)“*n-‘~*)) < l-6/ < q <+ 
QeVp 
for every n E N. Then nl’*d(Tn, Q) > u(log( l/c))“’ + c 
Fn(-, B(Q, u(log( l/c))“* n - ‘*)) > 1 - 8 together imply 
and 
> 
1 
W(n”2d(Tn, R)) F,J., dR) 
W(nl’*d(Tn, R)) FJe, dR) 
>F,, (-,B (Q,u (log:)1’2n-1/2)) > l-6. 
This proves the assertion. 1 
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